OVERALL Approach
Search engine

Ranked Programme Segments

Programme #1
Programme #2
QUERY

Programme #3
Programme #4
A probability density function over the timeline of each
programme is generated such that it indicates the
instantaneous relevance of the programme to the query at a
point in time

Segments are generated by finding
high probability portions and
integrating the PDF to get a score
for ranking

Search engine architecture

Results

The search engine was built in a modular way. different modules are
run in turn, modifying the PDF of each programme based on the query.

Search Task
Visual concepts inferred from the query. Near-duplicate keyframes
used for query expansion once the initial query was performed.

Generating modules
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Generating modules increase the probability at specific points on a
timeline by adding gaussian distributions.

Visual
concept
search

TRANSCRIPT
SEARCH
The transcript is searched for terms
in the query, and hits generate new
gaussians at the corresponding
point on the timeline, with the
height of the gaussian proportional
to the idf of the term.

Visual concepts inferred
from the query are
matched against each
programme, causing a
gaussian to be placed on
the timeline for every hit.

Near
duplicate
keyframes
Similar keyframes are
matched using a technique
based on locality sensitive
hashing. similar keyframes
generate gaussians at the
respective time with height
proportional to similarity.

Weighting modules

SIFT Features
128 bit LSH
Sketching
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Hash Tables

Weighting modules change the overall pdf of a programme by scaling
Any added gaussian functions up or down.

synopis
weighting

Title
weighting

channel name
weighting

If terms from the title and/or synopsis of the programme match the
query, then the overall weight is increased giving the segments from the
programme a higher probability and ranking position.
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Difference-ofgaussian
interest points
Random
Gaussian PStable Hash
functions

Looks up the vertex
corresponding to the
query & returns the
connected vertices
ordered by edge weight
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Hyperlinking Task
Any collision in
a hash table
results in graph
edges between
the colliding
images
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Graph of
Images
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If the query mentions a channel (i.e.
"bbc three") and the programme was
not broadcast on that channel its pdf
is weighted to near zero, and the
programme will not appear in the
ranked results.

CONTACT

MRR

Search Engine

query Visual concepts extracted from the anchor. anchor
keyframes used to find near duplicates targets. anchor subtitles
used as the query text for the transcript search module.
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